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Islam, Democracy and Dialogue in Turkey

2016-05-06

most theorists of deliberative democracy treat deliberation as a procedure in decision making this approach neglects an
important phase oriented not so much to decision making but to social learning and understanding combining deliberative
theory with research from social psychology bora kanra has developed an innovative critique and synthesis by allocating
social learning its own formal sphere for deliberative democracy to produce better outcomes decision making needs to be
reinforced by opportunities for social learning stressing the importance of the development of democratic dialogue in
divided societies kanra tests his claims of a new deliberative framework by analyzing interaction between islamic and
secular discourses in the turkish public sphere this in depth analysis of converging and diverging political beliefs and
traditions between seculars and islamists emphasizes the importance of social learning in a sharply divided society a
groundbreaking and illuminating insight into the prospects for democratic development in turkey islam democracy and
dialogue in turkey reveals an emerging dynamic in turkish politics representing a new opening in political practice

Islam, Democracy, and the State in North Africa

1997-12-22

rarely is a collection of essays as coherent and of such uniformly high quality as is this one this book makes a major
contribution to our efforts to understand and so competently interact with the forces of political economic and social
change in states where islamic ideals form a vibrant component of the culture american historical review fielding a veteran
team of american maghribi specialists this book discusses islam and politics human rights aspects of political economy and
the international dimension of prospects for democratization in islamic north african states all chapters advance useful
arguments based on solid research foreign affairs in the late 1980s misguided economic policies bureaucratic mismanagement
political corruption and cultural alienation combined to create a popular demand for change in algeria morocco and
tunisia it seemed for a time that a new and more open politics would transform the region instead authoritarian states
mobilized to repress the populist opposition led by politicized islamist movements analyzing developments over the last
two decades from the perspectives of political culture and political economy leading american scholars provide insights
into the region s continuing political crisis

Islam, Democracy, and Cosmopolitanism

2014-03-24

this book presents a critical study of citizenship state and globalization in societies that have been historically
influenced by islamic traditions and institutions interrogating the work of contemporary theorists of islamic modernity
such as mohammed arkoun abdul an na im fatima mernissi talal asad saba mahmood and aziz al azmeh this book explores the
debate on islam democracy and modernity contextualized within contemporary muslim lifeworlds these include
contemporary turkey following the 9 11 attacks and the onset of war in afghanistan multicultural france 2009 10
french burqa debate egypt the 2011 tahrir square mass mobilizations and india ali mirsepassi and tadd ferne� critique
particular counterproductive ideological conceptualizations voicing an emerging global ethic of reconciliation rejecting
the polarized conceptual ideals of the universal or the authentic the authors critically reassess notions of the secular
the cosmopolitan and democracy raising questions that cut across the disciplines of history anthropology sociology
and law this study articulates a democratic politics of everyday life in modern islamic societies

Islam, Democracy and Governance in the North African Countries

2006

examines political economic and judicial systems as well as human rights and tools for good governance in the north
african countries of morocco algeria tunisia libya and egypt

Islamic Democratic Discourse

2006

this wide ranging set of essays explores the multi faceted relationship between islam and democracy each essayist s unique
viewpoint on contemporary islam provides insight into islamic political thought and its connection to western democracy
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Islam and Democracy

1996-05-09

are islam and democracy on a collision course do islamic movements seek to hijack democracy how have governments in the
muslim world responded to the many challenges of islam and democracy today a global religious resurgence and calls for
greater political participation have been major forces in the post cold war period across the muslim world governments
and islamic movements grapple with issues of democratization and civil society islam and democracy explores the islamic
sources beliefs and institutions relevant to the current debate over greater political participation and democratization
esposito and voll use six case studies algeria egypt iran malaysia pakistan and sudan to look at the diversity of muslim
experiences and experiments at one end of the spectrum iran and sudan represent two cases of militant revolutionary islam
establishing political systems in pakistan and malaysia however the new movements have been recognized and made part of
the political process egypt and algeria reveal the coexistence of both extremist and moderate islamic activism and
demonstrate the complex challenges confronting ruling elites these case studies prove that despite commonalities differing
national contexts and identities give rise to a multiplicity of agendas and strategies this broad spectrum of case studies
reflecting the multifaceted relationship of islam and democracy provides important insight into the powerful forces of
religious resurgence and democratization which will inevitably impact global politics in the twenty first century

Democracy and Islam in Indonesia

2013

in 1998 indonesia s military government collapsed creating a crisis that many believed would derail its democratic
transition yet the world s most populous muslim country continues to receive high marks from democracy ranking
organizations in this volume political scientists religious scholars legal theorists and anthropologists examine indonesia
s transition compared to chile spain india and potentially tunisia and democratic failures in yugoslavia egypt and iran
chapters explore religion and politics and muslims support for democracy before change

Islam and Democracy in the 21st Century

2023-09-15

this book starts with the prevailing idea of a conflicting relationship between islam and the western concept of democracy
both in theory and in practice with this backdrop the author addresses the crucial question is islam compatible with
democracy the book offers very useful discussions in framing the contemporary debates surrounding islam and democracy
treads through diverse theoretical islamic texts like the quran and sunnah discusses the historical evolution of the
concept of shura the primary source of democratic ethics in islam provides an assessment of the views and visions of some
selected muslim scholars from 19th to 21st centuries on islam democracy compatibility and examines the elements of
compatibility between islam and democracy without ignoring the basic differences that exist between the western approach
to democracy and islamic political thought

Islam and the Challenge of Democracy

2015-05-20

the events of september 11 and the subsequent war on terrorism have provoked widespread discussion about the possibility
of democracy in the islamic world such topics as the meaning of jihad the role of clerics as authoritative interpreters and
the place of human rights and toleration in islam have become subjects of urgent public debate around the world with few
exceptions however this debate has proceeded in isolation from the vibrant traditions of argument within islamic theology
philosophy and law islam and the challenge of democracy aims to correct this deficiency the book engages the reader in a
rich discourse on the challenges of democracy in contemporary islam the collection begins with a lead essay by khaled
abou el fadl who argues that democracy especially a constitutional democracy that protects basic individual rights is
the form of government best suited to promoting a set of social and political values central to islam because islam is
about submission to god and about each individual s responsibility to serve as his agent on earth abou el fadl argues
there is no place for the subjugation to human authority demanded by authoritarian regimes the lead essay is followed by
eleven others from internationally respected specialists in democracy and religion they address challenge and engage abou
el fadl s work the contributors include john esposito muhammad fadel noah feldman nader hashemi bernard haykel muqtedar
khan saba mahmood david novak william quandt kevin reinhart and jeremy waldron

Islam and Democracy in Iran

2006-05-26
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in today s world all eyes are on iran which has grappled with an experiment that has had a massive global impact for some
the iranian revolution of 1978 79 was the triumph of a modern political islam heralding muslim justice and economic
prosperity others including many of the original revolutionaries saw religious fanatics attempting to roll back time by
creating a despotic theocracy either way the iranian revolution changed the muslim world it not only inspired the muslim
masses but also reinvigorated intellectual debates on the nature and possibilities of an islamic state the new islamic
republic of iran combined not just religion and the state but theocracy and democracy yet the revolution s heirs were soon
engaged in a protracted struggle over its legacy dissident thinkers from within an islamic framework sought a rights based
political order that could accept dissent tolerance pluralism women s rights and civil liberties their ideas led directly to
the presidency of mohammad khatami and despite their political failure they did leave a permanent legacy by demystifying
iranian religious politics and condemning the use of the shariah to justify autocratic rule this book tells the story of the
reformist movement through the world of hasan yousefi eshkevari an active supporter of the revolution who became one
of the most outspoken critics of theocracy eshkevari developed ideas of islamic democratic government which have
attracted considerable attention in iran and elsewhere in presenting a selection of eshkevari s writings this book reveals
the intellectual and political trajectory of a muslim thinker and his attempts to reconcile islam with reform and
democracy as such it makes a highly original contribution to our understanding of the difficult social and political issues
confronting the islamic world today

Muslims Talking Politics

2016-06-22

sharia implementation and democratic discourse in northern nigeria what we talk about when we talk about islam and
democracy envisioning sharia imagining the past democracy federalism and the sharia question sharia in a time of transition
framing sharia and democracy muslims talking politics all sharia is local islamic law and democracy in practice

Iraq, Democracy and the Future of the Muslim World

2011

topics such as the compatibility of islam and democracy and the question of whether democracy can be encouraged in the
middle east are looked at carefully contributors evaluate the circumstances under which democracy can be imposed by
outside force and ask what forces are driving the confrontation between the west and islam before looking at how this
confrontation is likely to develop

Islam and Democracy in South Asia

2020-03-20

grounded in the weberian tradition islam and democracy in south asia the case of bangladesh presents a critical analysis of
the complex relationship between islam and democracy in south asia and bangladesh the book posits that islam and
democracy are not necessarily incompatible but that the former has a contributory role in the development of the latter
islam came to bengal largely by sufis and missionaries through peaceful means and hence a moderate form of this religion
got rooted in the society both militant islam and militant secularism are equal threats to democracy and pluralism like
democracy political islam has many faces political islam adhering to democratic norms and practices what the authors
call democratic islamism unlike militant islamism is not anti democratic the book shows that the suppression of democracy
and human rights creates avenues for the consolidation of militant islamism orthodox islam and islamic terrorism while
the fair play of democracy results in the decline of anti democratic form of political islam

Islam, Democracy and Human Rights in Contemporary Indonesia

2016

most scholarly works conducted within the period of post new order indonesia have underlined the fact that indonesian
islamists reject the notion of democracy no adequate explanation nonetheless has been attempted thus far as to how and
to what extent democracy is being rejected this book is dedicated to filling the gap by examining the complex reality behind
the islamists rejection of democracy it focuses its analysis on two streams of islamism the two islamist groups that seek
extra parliamentary means to achieve their goals that is mmi and hti and the pks islamists who choose the existing
political party system as a means of their power struggle as this book has demonstrated there are times when the two
streams of islamism share a common platform of understanding and interpretation as well as an intersection where they
are in conflict with one another the interplay between contested meanings over particular theological matters on
normative grounds and power contests among the islamists proves to be critical in shaping this complexity
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Islamism and Democracy in Indonesia

2010

is islam compatible with democracy must fundamentalism win out in the middle east or will democracy ever be possible in
this now classic book islamic sociologist fatima mernissi explores the ways in which progressive muslims defenders of
democracy feminists and others trying to resist fundamentalism must use the same sacred texts as muslims who use them
for violent ends to prove different views updated with a new introduction by the author written in the wake of the
september 11 terrorist attacks on the united states islam and democracy serves as a guide to the players moving the
pieces on the rather grim muslim chessboard it shines new light on the people behind today s terrorist acts and raises
provocative questions about the possibilities for democracy and human rights in the islamic world essential reading for
anyone interested in the politics of the middle east today islam and democracy is as timely now as it was upon its initial
celebrated publication

Islam And Democracy

2009-03-05

the islamic world has a poor record in terms of modernization and democracy however the source of this situation is not
religion but factors including colonialism international economic and trading systems and the role of the military among
others recognizing these themes allows the consideration of possible remedies for change in the muslim world the islamic
world has a poor record in terms of modernization and democracy however the source of this situation is not religion
islam but rather factors including colonialism international economic and trading systems and the role of the military
among others recognizing these themes allows the consideration of possible remedies for change in the muslim world the
distinguished scholars contributing to this volume identify key factors some intrinsic to the muslim world and some
external that contribute to islam s current predicament contrary to much prevailing thought and opinion islam is neither
monolithic nor impervious to change it is neither anti democratic nor inherently anti modernization islam itself as this book
shows is not the root cause of the malaise of the islamic world

Modernization, Democracy, and Islam

2005-01-30

civil islam tells the story of islam and democratization in indonesia the world s largest muslim nation challenging
stereotypes of islam as antagonistic to democracy this study of courage and reformation in the face of state terror
suggests possibilities for democracy in the muslim world and beyond democratic in the early 1950s and with rich
precedents for tolerance and civility indonesia succumbed to violence in 1965 muslim parties were drawn into the
slaughter of half a million communists in the aftermath of this bloodshed a new order regime came to power suppressing
democratic forces and instituting dictatorial controls that held for decades yet from this maelstrom of violence
repressed by the state and denounced by conservative muslims an islamic democracy movement emerged strengthened and
played a central role in the 1998 overthrow of the soeharto regime in 1999 muslim leader abdurrahman wahid was
elected president of a reformist civilian government in explaining how this achievement was possible robert hefner emphasizes
the importance of civil institutions and public civility but argues that neither democracy nor civil society is possible
without a civilized state against portrayals of islam as inherently antipluralist and undemocratic he shows that
indonesia s islamic reform movement repudiated the goal of an islamic state mobilized religiously ecumenical support
promoted women s rights and championed democratic ideals this broadly interdisciplinary and timely work heightens our
awareness of democracy s necessary pluralism and places indonesia at the center of our efforts to understand what
makes democracy work

Civil Islam

2011-05-21

explains the social economic and historical origins of the ruling justice and development party offering keen insight into one
of the most successful transformations of an islamic movement in the muslim world

The Democracy of Islam

1956

this ebook is a selective guide designed to help scholars and students of islamic studies find reliable sources of information
by directing them to the best available scholarly materials in whatever form or format they appear from books chapters
and journal articles to online archives electronic data sets and blogs written by a leading international authority on
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the subject the ebook provides bibliographic information supported by direct recommendations about which sources to
consult and editorial commentary to make it clear how the cited sources are interrelated related a reader will discover
for instance the most reliable introductions and overviews to the topic and the most important publications on various
areas of scholarly interest within this topic in islamic studies as in other disciplines researchers at all levels are
drowning in potentially useful scholarly information and this guide has been created as a tool for cutting through that
material to find the exact source you need this ebook is a static version of an article from oxford bibliographies online
islamic studies a dynamic continuously updated online resource designed to provide authoritative guidance through
scholarship and other materials relevant to the study of the islamic religion and muslim cultures oxford bibliographies
online covers most subject disciplines within the social science and humanities for more information visit aboutobo com

The Emergence of a New Turkey

2006-05-29

modern algeria has been in many ways a harbinger of events and trends that have affected the arab and muslim worlds the
country s bold experiment in democratization broke down in the early 1990s largely over the question of whether the
islamic salvation front fis should be permitted to come to power following its victories in local regional and national
elections a devastating civil war followed now that order has been restored and the country has a new government
questions about governance islam and international relationships are once again at the top of algeria s political agenda
how these issues are resolved will not only determine algeria s future but will also have important implications for
other states in north africa and the western mediterranean this book was previously published as a special issue of the
journal of north african studies

Democracy and Islam: Oxford Bibliographies Online Research Guide

2010-05

the relationship between secularism democracy religion and gender equality has been a complex one across western
democracies and still remains contested when we turn to muslim countries the situation is even more multifaceted in the
views of many western commentators the question of women rights is the litmus test for muslim societies in the age of
democracy and liberalism especially since the arab awakening the issue is usually framed as the opposition between liberal
advocates of secular democracy and religious opponents of women s full equality islam gender and democracy in
comparative perspective critically re engages this too simple binary opposition by reframing the debate around islam and
women s rights within a broader comparative literature bringing together leading scholars from a range of disciplines it
examines the complex and contingent historical relationships between religion secularism democracy law and gender
equality part one addresses the nexus of religion law gender and democracy through different disciplinary perspectives
sociology anthropology political science law part two localizes the implementation of this nexus between law gender
and democracy and provides contextualized responses to questions raised in part one the contributors explore the
situation of muslim women s rights in minority conditions to shed light on the gender politics in the modernization of the
nation and to ponder on the role of islam in gender inequality across different muslim countries

Islam, Democracy and the State in Algeria

2014-01-02

many scholars see democracy and islam as incompatible however history has shown that muslims were the pioneers of a
democratic system 1400 years ago this book illustrates the fact that muslim nations can establish a democratic
political system based upon islamic teachings and principles democracy must be a homegrown political system that meets
not only the political demands of a nation but also the cultural demands in order for a democracy to work in the nation
it is being presented it must align with the people s values and culture simply being a worldwide political system is not
enough the time has come for muslim nations to adopt a system that meets the demands of muslims and non muslims alike for
the sake of peace and justice for all this is the theme of islamic democracy that this book is attempting to portray for the
middle east

Islam, Gender, and Democracy in Comparative Perspective

2017-04-14

this book analyzes the relationship between western and islamic political ideas the focus is on the similarities and
differences between western liberal democracy and shura often seen as the islamic counterpart to western democracy this
is the first work to provide a direct and detailed comparison between the two systems of ideas as given expression in the
concrete political systems which have emerged
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Islamic Democracy

2020-09-28

first published in 2008 this group of essays concentrates on the themes of freedom and democracy the author argues that
the pursuit of scientific culture is dependent on a religious culture of which he regards islam as one of the finest examples

The West and Islam

2004-06-01

while politicians and media pundits debate the success of u s attempts to instill a democratic government in iraq author
and social scientist elie elhadj ph d explains why thoughts of a democratic arab muslim nation are nothing but fantasy
arab people are characterized by obedience to a hierarchical authority syrian born elhadj states western style democracy
can never fill this cultural mandate elhadj explains how muslim arab political and religious leaders raise the tenets of
islam in a shield against democracy in order to protect their power constant preaching by islam s religious leaders
instructing muslims to blindly obey their leaders has created an attitude of political quietism in regard to the tyranny of
arab rulers and ambivalence towards democracy elhadj says in his book using syria and saudi arabia as the archetypal
arab governments the islamic shield outlines the numerous reasons why genuine democratic reforms are not likely to emerge
in arab countries for a very long time instead elhadj proposes that a benevolent dictatorship may be a more hopeful and
realistic expectation especially since democratic elections are likely to result in the election of a theocratic dictator
rather than a secular democratic one a benevolent dictatorship would fulfill the goal of reducing arab rulers cruelty
which fans the flame of islamic extremism and jihadism he states jihadism and its causes are examined in detail by elhadj he
makes the case that jihadist terrorism is fueled by the oppression and frustration of the arab masses that results not
only from tyrannical arab rule but also from the perception of biased american policies in the middle east combined with the
growing influence from extremist factions within islam these oppressions form a vicious cycle of violent confrontation
elhadj says islamist extremism alone does not cause terrorism elhadj states what islamist extremism does is to turn
political frustrations into religious crusades the united states may even have created a set back for themselves in the
effort to democratize the middle east elhadj says as the united states deposed the arab world s most secular regime in iraq
a theocratic leadership aligned to tehran emerged with potentially far reaching regional political and religious
consequences

Science, Democracy and Islam

2013-10-28

former prime minister benazir bhutto the chairperson of the pakistan people s party was seen as vital to that country s
future in exile for years in late 2007 she felt the time had come to actively re engage and to return to the country she
loved part of that process was a clear eyed assessment of where pakistan was and of the nature of its relationship with
the west with islam and with extremism in this important new book completed just days before her assassination ms bhutto
demonstrats that extremism is not inherent to islam but that various factors including some policies of the west have
empowered islamic fundamentalists and are responsible for the current battle for the hearts minds and bodies of the umma
the islamic nation around the world reconciliation was her compelling and convincing prescription for the country at the
heart of the so called clash of civilizations it argues that democracy economic development moderation and modernity are
the greatest threats to international terrorism she pledged to work with the united states and the west to ensure that
pakistan ceased to be the petri dish of international radicals and to re establish its bona fidesas a realistic and effective
moderate alternative for one billion muslims around the world

Islam, Democracy and Western Values

2006

the masyumi party which was active in indonesia from 1945 to 1960 constitutes the boldest attempt to date at
reconciling islam and democracy masyumi proposed a vision of society and government which was not bound by a literalist
application of islamic doctrine but rather inspired by the values of islam it set out moderate policies which were both
favourable to the west and tolerant towards other religious communities in indonesia although the party made
significant strides towards the elaboration of a muslim democracy its achievements were nonetheless precarious it was
eventually outlawed in 1960 for having resisted sukarno s slide towards authoritarianism and the refusal of suharto s
regime to reinstate the party left its leaders disenchanted and marginalised many of those leaders subsequently turned to
a form of islam known as integralism a radical doctrine echoing certain characteristics of 19th century catholic
integralism which contributed to the advent of muslim neo fundamentalism in indonesia this book examines the masyumi party
from its roots in early 20th century muslim reformism to its contemporary legacy and offers a perspective on political
islam which provides an alternative to the more widely studied model of middle eastern islam the party s experience teaches
us much about the fine line separating a moderate form of islam open to democracy and a certain degree of secularisation
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from the sort of religious intransigence which can threaten the country s denominational coexistence

The Islamic Shield

2006

this book examines the relationship between religion democracy and women s organizations in kuwait more specifically it
looks at whether these organizations are working toward achieving formal political rights for women helen rizzo examines
how interpretations of religion affected the goals and activities of the organizations in terms of women s empowerment
and if the organizations were pushing the democratization process much of the recent literature on the relationship between
islam democracy and women s rights has been negative and pessimistic instead this book examines the complicated
relationship between these three things arguing that some women in kuwait are using islam in their discourse to justify
women s right to equality and public participation thus countering the arguments that see islam democracy and women s
rights as inherently and culturally incompatible

Reconciliation

2014-05-22

a lucid and compelling case for a new american stance toward the islamic world what comes after jihad outside the
headlines believing muslims are increasingly calling for democratic politics in their undemocratic countries but can islam
and democracy successfully be combined surveying the intellectual and geopolitical terrain of the contemporary muslim
world noah feldman proposes that islamic democracy is indeed viable and desirable and that the west particularly the
united states should work to bring it about not suppress it encouraging democracy among muslims threatens america s
autocratic muslim allies and raises the specter of a new security threat to the west if fundamentalists are elected but in
the long term the greater threat lies in continuing to support repressive regimes that have lost the confidence of their
citizens by siding with islamic democrats rather than the regimes that repress them the united states can bind them to the
democratic principles they say they support reducing anti americanism and promoting a durable peace in the middle east
after jihad gives the context for understanding how the many muslims who reject religious violence see the world after the
globalization of democracy it is also an argument about how american self interest can be understood to include a foreign
policy consistent with the deeply held democratic values that make america what it is at a time when the encounter with
islam has become the dominant issue of u s foreign policy after jihad provides a road map for making democracy work in a
region where the need for it is especially urgent

Islam and Politics in Indonesia

2015-08-31

challenging the view of islamic extremists and critics of islam this book explores the very topical issue of islam s
compatibility with democracy it examines principles of islam s political theory and the notion of democracy therein the
notion of democracy in medieval and modern muslim thought islam and human rights the contribution of islamic legal ideas
to european legal philosophy and law the book addresses the pressing need for a systematic show of an islamic politics of
human rights and democracy grounded in the qur an the west wonders about islam and human rights and its own ability to
incorporate muslim minority communities many muslims also seek to find within islam support source for democratic
governance and human rights

Islam, Democracy and the Status of Women

2017-09-25

this book examines islam s relationship to democratization in the indian ocean nation of the maldives it explores how and
why an electoral democracy based in a constitution that has many liberal features but also islam based limitations
especially lack of religious freedom emerged in the country by 2009 in doing so the book interrogates a major approach to
muslim politics that assumes reformist interpretations of islam are a positive and even a necessary force for liberalization
and democratization in muslim majority contexts this book shows reformist islam did play certain positive roles in
democratization in the maldives however the book suggests reformist islam may not be an invariably uncontroversial force
in the space of politics it argues that modern nation building in the maldives shaped by political actors with reformist
islamic orientations since around the 1930s has also completely transformed islam as a modern institutional and
discursive political religion these transformations of islam as a modern political religion have existed as path dependent
constraints on the depth of democratization ensuring religion based limitations and intensifying controversy over religion
vis � vis the state and individual rights an original empirical contribution towards a better understanding of islam and
politics in the maldives this book will be of interest to academics and students working on democracy and islam in
particular and in the fields of political science and area studies especially south asian politics
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After Jihad

2007-05-15

the leaders of the oil rich rentier states of the middle east and in particular in the gulf have hitherto often predicated their
legitimacy on a tacit social contract with their much poorer populations this social contract consists of little or no
direct taxation with some sort of subsidised living but the casualty of this tacit agreement is often political
participation an issue which has come to the forefront in the middle east following the arab spring of 2011 here sulaiman
al farsi looks at the impact the rentier nature of the gulf states has on political participation focusing on the nexus
between tribe religion and a new generation of young highly educated citizens that is present in oman specifically exploring
the concept of shura consultation and how nascent concepts of democracy in the practice of shura have impacted and
shaped the process of democratisation al farsi s book is vital in the examination of the political discourse surrounding
democratisation across one of the most strategically important but little understood states in the middle east

Democracy in Islam

2007

can islam and democracy exist side by side is islam compatible with democracy the text examines one of the most frequently
asked and yet misguided questions democratic ethos should not and cannot be deduced from some essence of religions
supposedly inscribed in the scriptures rather they are the outcome of political struggles that push islam toward
democratic or authoritarian directions asef bayat offers a new approach to examine islam and democracy arguing how the
social struggles of diverse muslim populations those with different interests and orientation render islam to embrace
democratic ideas or authoritarian disposition islamism and post islamism are discussed as representing two contrasting
movements which have taken islam into different authoritarian and inclusive political directions

Islam and Democracy in the Maldives

2021-11-29

abdolkarim soroush has emerged as one of the leading moderate revisionist thinkers of the muslim world he and his
contemporaries in other muslim countries are shaping what may become islam s equivalent of the christian reformation a
period of questioning traditional practices and beliefs and ultimately of upheaval presenting eleven of his essays this
volume makes soroush s thought readily available in english for the first time the essays set forth his views on such
matters as the freedom of muslims to interpret the qur an the inevitability of change in religion the necessity of freedom of
belief and the compatibility of islam and democracy throughout soroush emphasizes the rights of individuals in their
relationship with both government and god explaining that the ideal islamic state can only be defined by the beliefs and will
of the majority

Democracy and Youth in the Middle East

2013-05-30

this book discusses the general problematic of islam and democracy and the ideas of certain iranian religious modernists on
the issue examining the development of religious intellectualism in post revolutionary iran it presents abdolkarim soroush
s novel approach to this pertinent topic

Islam and Democracy

2007

this book looks anew at the vexing question of whether islam is compatible with democracy examining histories of islamic
politics and social movements in the middle east since the 1970s

Democracy and Islam

2006-01-01

Reason, Freedom, and Democracy in Islam

2000-04-20
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Islam, Democracy and Religious Modernism in Iran, 1953-2000

2001-01-01

Making Islam Democratic
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